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BUILDING AN OMNI-CHANNEL 
RETAIL EXPERIENCE



EST. 1903 - MILWAUKEE
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Presentation Notes
At some point prior to 1903, William S. Harley and his next door neighbor and friend, Arthur Davidson had an idea to produce a motor-driven bicycle for their own personal use.  They soon coerced Arthur’s brother Walter, who was a skilled mechanic, to help when he arrived back in Milwaukee for the wedding of their other brother William.  Soon after, even William joined into the project lending his skills as an experienced toolmaker.  They spent every spare minute working on that first motor-driven bicycle and after much design and redesign completed their first motorcycle in 1903.  By 1912 we were selling our first motorcycles internationally – in Japan. By 1920, we were the largest motorcycle manufacturer in the world, with distribution in 67 countries – all of that only 17 years after we sold our first bike.  



We fulfill dreams of 
personal 

freedom
• H-D Purpose Video.wmv

OUR PURPOSE
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Everyone, everywhere has dreams of personal freedomAs a brand we help them realize those dreamsWe build, ride and promote the Harley-Davidson experience to help people feel and achieve more of that feeling 



U.S. DEALER NETWORK
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690 US Dealers (main stores & SRLs)



MOTOR ACCESSORIES &
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

 Motor Accessories
• 5,800+ sku’s
• $0.8B in global wholesale sales

 General Merchandise
• 5,800 sku’s sourced
• $0.3B in global wholesale sales
• Plus 7,000+ Licensed Products



ECOMMERCE OVERVIEW



• Background
• The Problem & Opportunity
• A New Strategy
• The Project
• Key Learnings

THE STORY



BACKGROUND

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

eCommerce
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Harley-Davidson’s eCommerce story began way back in the year 2000, when we launched our first online store.  Back then, the design was contemporary, and the business model could even have been considered innovative, in that dealers were the sellers of record and fulfilled all of the online orders – multi-channel even!The greater context of the times is also important to remember…eCommerce was a new, interesting growth opportunity, but still very small in terms of total retail sales.  And Harley-Davidson was riding an exciting growth trend, where motorcycle demand exceeded supply.  Every additional bike the Motor Company produced was a guaranteed sell.  The priority back then was producing more high-quality motorcycles to fulfill demand.After it’s launch eCommerce moved lower on the priority list and, over time, consumer expectations began to outpace the experience we offered. Then, beginning in 2007, the world changed. The world-wide economic recession hit.  Needless to say, this was a very difficult period for the company, but it also sparked the company’s transformation.Harley-Davidson embarked on a three-part transformation including product development, manufacturing, and retail – and part of that retail transformation included a new business model for eCommerce which kick-ed off in 2009 and launched in April of last year.



THE NEED FOR CHANGE

Customer
s

Dealers H-DMC
• Low participation
• Proliferation of dealer eCommerce 

sites

• Dated online shopping experience
• Inconsistent fulfillment & service
• Limited access to view & buy  H-D products

• Inconsistent representation of the 
brand and products

• Missed sales potential
• Unsupported technology
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Our prior eCommerce model was not meeting our expectations, nor our dealers’, nor our customers.From the Motor Company’s perspective, we saw an inconsistent representation of the Harley-Davidson brand and products online, underperforming sales, and an out-of-date eCommerce systems platform.Less than 25% of our dealer network was participating in the H-D eCommerce program, some dealers were pursuing eCommerce sites of their own, and many had no web presence for Apparel and Parts & Accessories.Our customers experienced a dated online shopping experience, inconsistent fulfillment and service support, and a limited ability to find, research, and buy our products online.



Goals
1.Grow TOTAL sales, online AND in-store
2.Reach new customers, and drive them into the H-D experience
3.Deliver a seamless and integrated customer experience, across 
all touchpoints

ECOMMERCE STRATEGY

Customer
s

Dealers H-DMC

Triple
Win
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So we needed a new strategy and business model.  We needed to find a way to create a “Triple Win”, for the Motor Company, our dealers, and ultimately our customers.Our high-level goals were simple, and they remain to this day:Grow TOTAL sales, online AND in-storeReach new customers, and drive them into the H-D experienceDeliver a seamless and integrated customer experience, across all touchpoints



A NEW ECOMMERCE 
BUSINESS MODEL

Prior Model

Web Store
Order 

Management & 
Payment Processing

Inventory 
Management & 
Fulfillment

Customer Care

New Model

H-DMC offers a centralized end-to-end eCommerce capability for 
dealers
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In order to deliver a consistently great experience in the most efficient way possible, it became apparent that we needed to centralize the eCommerce business capabilities that had been previously distributed the participating dealers.In the prior model, the product catalog was pushed to participating dealer websites, where in the new model it is one eStore with dealers linking to it.Where orders had been passed to dealers to fulfill, they are now fulfilled directly out of our distribution center in Indianapolis.And we now have a centralized eCommerce call center with 1-800 and email support for customers.
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PROJECT SCOPE
People, Process, & Technology…

• Build the team
• Website design & development
• eCommerce systems platform (IBM WCS)
• Product data warehouse
• Order management system
• Financial transaction processing
• Integration to H-D POS system
• Adding consumer-direct capability to wholesale distribution 

center 
• Customer Service Center (1-800 & email support)
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The project to accomplish the new business model was a significant multi-year effort involving many areas of the business, and included the integration of many systems.The most visible result of the project was probably the cool new online storefront, and though it took considerable resources to create, it truly was the tip of the iceberg with much more business process, systems, and change management work “below the water” and not as obvious to those not directly involved.



NEW PROGRAM – DEALER 
INTEGRATION
• Opt-in program
• Dealer is the seller/merchant of record
• Sale assigned to dealer based on…

– Default:  Customer billing Zip code and associated 
dealer-assigned territory, OR

– Customer selection of preferred dealer from next 9 
closest participating dealers, OR

– Ship-to dealer
• Per-sale fee charged to dealers; no upfront or 

annual fee
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Our model was designed to be easy for our dealers to join, and easy to participate in – whether they are a large metro dealer, or a small dealer in a rural area.The transaction process was designed with the dealer as the merchant/seller of record, with sales being assigned to particular participating dealers based on their Dealer Assigned Territory and the customer’s billing address zip code.Dealers don’t pay anything to join the program, but do pay a per-sale fee to help cover the costs of operating the eCommerce program.96% of our dealer network is participating in the new program.



http://www.harley-davidson.com/store
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Quick demo of the Online store?



KEY RESULTS - GROW TOTAL 
SALES, ONLINE AND IN-STORE

• Since launch online sales have grown 73%
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Recall that we had 3 key goals for the new eCommerce program, grow total sales, reach new customers, and Deliver a seamless and integrated customer experience, across all touchpointsLets first take a look at how eCommerce has impacted our sales73% growth is roughly a 30% annual growth rateOnline sales currently represented about 4.2% of the total Motorcycle Accessories and General Merchandise sales.For much of the year, sales were split about 50/50 between GM and P&A, but sales shifted heavily toward GM in the fourth quarter and ended up at 68% GM and 32% P&A.



KEY RESULTS - GROW TOTAL 
SALES, ONLINE AND IN-STORE

• Multichannel customers are worth more than 
traditional in-store only customers

+ =
Sales

135%

Store Visits
8% net
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Not only has the new eCommerce program increased sales online it also has helped increase the value and engagement of our customersWe know based on our transactional data that when customers are engaged both online and in store, and a big percentage are, they end up spending 135% more than those customers who are just shopping in store and they tell us that they visit our dealerships 8% more than before they started shopping online.Which makes sense if you think about it…if they’re going to your store…and they’re browsing the online store while at home or at work…they’re more engaged!  You’re getting more of their precious time and attention, and ultimately you get more of their money.That’s what we’re talking about when we say grow your TOTAL sales, online AND in-store.Think of the opportunity here if we were able to turn every single customer into a multichannel customer



KEY RESULTS - GROW TOTAL 
SALES, ONLINE AND IN-STORE

< 1%
Purchase Online

12+ Million Visitors
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Another way of putting it in perspective is how many people who visit the website actually end up buying something online.Of the 12 million people who visited the online store in 2016, less than 1% ended up buying something online…65% of people research online before buying in-store



KEY RESULTS - REACH NEW 
CUSTOMERS 
• 42% of online purchasers have no prior record of 

purchasing online or in-store

42%

58%

New Customer

Existing Customers
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The second goal you heard Chris mention earlier was “Reach new customers”.Our data shows that 42% of online purchasers, we have no prior record of them purchasing P&A or GM online or in-store.This statistic is even higher during the holidays, due to people buying gifts for the “Harley person” in their life.From a CRM standpoint this amounts to around 14,000 new buyers “on our radar” each year for marketing activities.



KEY RESULTS - REACH NEW 
CUSTOMERS 
• The online store is a powerful tool in reaching 

and engaging with customers from outreach 
segments

51%
49% Outreach

Core
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Another way to look at WHO is buying online is by using our customer segment lens - Core and Outreach – and comparing online to in-store.This chart shows how the online store is a powerful tool in reaching and engaging with customers from Outreach segments.Especially for GM, where the majority of customers are Outreach, and over 2X the rate online vs. in-store.If you’re thinking about how to grow your outreach customers, leveraging the online store can be a great tool for you.



KEY RESULTS - SEAMLESS AND 
INTEGRATED CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE
• 89% of customers visited the online store for 

reasons other than making a purchase

• All current sourced product is viewable online

• Inventory look-up 

• In-store ordering 



KEY RESULTS - SEAMLESS AND 
INTEGRATED CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE
• Multi-channel & Omnichannel promotions
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The “Clicks-to-Bricks” holiday promotion was another example of how the online store drove incremental traffic and sales in-store.Almost 17,000 coupons were issued for qualifying online purchases, and we saw a 17% redemption rate.12 days – Drove incremental holiday excitement, resulting in 25% increase in traffic and a 16% increase in Black Fri/Cyber Mon Sales online and increases for participating dealersGWP – Increased marketing efforts due to access, record breaking KPI performance



CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES 
SINCE LAUNCH
• Channel Conflict

– Online exclusive products
– Inventory management
– Online mark-downs
– Returns

• Multi-channel marketing
• Growth of mobile usage
• Global Expansion



THANK YOU!

QUESTIONS?
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